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Abstract
The terms Digital Twin (DT) and Cyber Physical System (CPS) are becoming more and more popular topics for scientific research asconnectivity technologies are evolving boosting new use cases with digital data about physical assets. Both terms gained popularityafter the year 2017 and are seen as the key drivers for automating processes. In the growing number of research papers, both terms arealso more frequently used together. Though in many research papers, there are no defined differences between the terms, and they areeven used with the same meaning or in many cases also with a different meaning for the same term by different scientists.This research paper aims to evaluate state of the art of how those two terms with growing importance in scientific research areexplained when used together in research papers by other scientists in recent years. And considering insight from this literature reviewclusters of key differences and interactions between the two terms is presented.
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1. Introduction
The term DT as a concept was proposed more than 20years ago by Michael Grieves who introduced its concep-tual idea for Product Lifecycle Management in 2002 (Lek-tauers et al., 2021). However there still is no internationalstandard for the term DT and scientific literature reviewsabout DT show that among scientists there are differentviews on how to define it (Duan et al., 2022; Durão et al.,2021; Fuller et al., 2020; Jeong et al., 2022; Semeraro et al.,2021).Initially the DT concept first introduced by Grieves wasdefined as a virtual, digital equivalent to a physical product(Grieves, 2015). Through the years’ connectivity technolo-gies have opened a lot of new DT use cases in various in-dustries and there are new methods introduced of how touse data also in real-time. (Tao et al., 2018) defines DT as“a comprehensive virtual replica of a physical entity thatintegrates real-time data from sensors, IoT devices, andother sources to monitor and optimize its performanceand enable predictive maintenance”.CPS as a term was proposed in the year 2006 by Helen

Gill at the National Science Foundation (NSF) (Tao et al.,2019). And NSF defines the term of cyber-physical sys-tems referring to the tight conjoining of and coordinationbetween computational and physical resources (NationalScience Foundation, 2009). Lee and Seshia (2014) describeCPS as “an integration of computation with physical pro-cesses”, and emphasize that CPS is “about the intersection,not the union, of the physical and the cyber” (Lee and Se-shia, 2017).
Both terms are used more and more together in researchpapers. From the data of the yearly amount of all the sci-entific publications in databases Scopus on search string“digital twin* AND cyber* AND physical*” (see Figure 1)it can be seen that the trend is growing.
As the use of DT and CPS continues to expand in dif-ferent industries, it further accentuates the need for aclearer and unified definition to foster consistent under-standing and communication within the scientific com-munity. (?) conducted a systematic review of DT tech-nology and applications, highlighting its wide-rangingutility in aerospace, bridge construction, transportation,
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Figure 1. Statistics from "Scopus" (Elsevier B.V., 2023) about DT and CPSresearch papers

healthcare, intelligent manufacturing, human-machinecollaboration, metal smelting, physical networks, energy,power, as well as training and education industries. CPSas well is used in various industries, “including manufac-turing, energy, infrastructure, consumer goods, military,robots, smart buildings, communications, healthcare, andtransportation” (Javaid et al., 2023).
2. Comparison between DT and CPS

DT and CPS both concepts are based on cyber-physicalconnections. As they have many other similarities justalready in the year 2019 published research (Tao et al.,2019) comparing those two concepts and the correlationbetween them. In this review and analysis CPS core ele-ment was distinguished as sensors and actuators and DTcore elements – models and data (see Table 1 for othercomparison parameters).
Nevertheless, even in recent research published by (Par-nianifard and Wuttisittikulkij, 2022) authors emphasizedthat there is no systematic and complete investigation ofthe connections and relationships between these two con-

cepts as was shown in previous research by (Yao et al.,2019). Also, the authors provided a schematic represen-tation of CPS (Parnianifard and Wuttisittikulkij, 2022)shows a very similar picture of a conceptual model of Dig-ital Twin. Figure 2 shows this CPS concept and DT con-cept visualization used in “Destination Earth” digital twinproject in Europe (European Comission, 2021).
Both concepts are becoming more and more popularand have a greater impact on our everyday life and eco-nomics. With the development of more advanced wirelesstechnologies such as 5G and 6G mobile communicationnetworks, the role of CPS and DT is expected to rise (Gart-ner, 2023; Ericsson, 2022). Therefore, it is important toreview how those concepts are used in scientific literature.

3. ResearchMethod

Literature analyses were conducted to review scientificpublications where both terms were used together in a ti-tle. See the Figure 3 describing process and results for con-ducted literature analyses. In “Scopus” data bases searchstring “Digital Twin* AND Cyber* AND Physical*” wasused as there are different versions of how those terms arewritten, for example, digital twin as well as digital twins,cyber physical system as well as cyber physical systemsand as cyber-physical system. The results were limitedto search parameters - all open access, articles and con-ference papers, and English language. The search stringfor both terms was limited to the title because that meansthat authors see both terms as significant to emphasizeand there is a correlation between them.
Of 68 papers one was found not available for open ac-cess. Therefore 67 full research papers were reviewed.The Scopus database data were used to examine the avail-able scientific literature because it is the largest abstractand citation database of peer-reviewed literature (Else-vier B.V., 2023). For the same search string, it also showedthe biggest amount of research papers among the most

Table 1. Data from (Tao et al., 2019) research on the correlation and comparison of CPS and DTs
Items CPS DTs
Origin Coined by Helen Gill at the NSF around 2006 Presented by Michael Grieves in a presentation on PLM in2003Development Industry 4.0 listed CPS as its core Not much attention paid to DTs util 2012Category Akin to a scientific category Akin to an engineering categoryComposition The physical world and the cyber world, CPS focus moreon powerful 3C capabilities The physical world and the cyber world, DTs focus moreon virtual modelsCyber-physical mapping One-to-many correspondence One-to-one correspondenceCore elements CPS emphasize sensors and actuator DTs emphasize models and dataControl Physical assets or processes affecting cyber representa-tion, and cyber representation controlling physical assetsor processes

Physical assets or processes affecting cyber representa-tion, and cyber representation controlling physical assetsor processesHierarchy The unit level, system level, and SOS level. A smart pro-duction line, shop floor or factory are examples of system-level CPS and DTs; a service platform constitutes SOS-level CPS

The unit level, system level, and SOS level. A complexproduct can also be considered as a system-level DT; anSOS-level DT covers the product life-cycle
Integration with new IT Be inseparable from new IT Be inseparable from new IT. A DT is easier and faster tointegrate with new IT compared with CPS



Conceptual model of Digital Twin Representation of Cyber-Physical system

Figure 2. Concepts of Digital Twin and Cyber-Physical System
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Figure 3. Scientific document search in Scopus database for literaturereview

frequently used database of scientific literature.
4. Results and Discussion

Reviewing all 67 research papers where in the title is men-tioned DT and CPS it can be seen that those concepts stillare used differently by various scientists. In many cases,the description of concrete boundaries what is CP part andwhat is DT part is very blurred or those concepts are ex-plained just theoretically. In some cases, one concept oranother is just mentioned in the article title, but then onlya few times in the rest of the article.Analyzing the wording used in those research papersregarding DT and CPS interconnection there can be 4 clus-ters allocated. And they all show how different in researchpapers DT and CPS concepts are used and described (seeFigure 4). Regarding DT and CPS concept integration insome of the publications DT is seen as separate, but inothers as integrated with CPS as well as part of CPS oreven type of CPS. And at the same time, CPS is also seenas DT-based or assisted. There are different relationshipsbetween both concepts described – in some publicationsis mentioned that DT is controlling and orchestrating CPS,but in others, it is mentioned that CPS is embedding in-telligence and CPS is only modelled as DT. In many of thepapers that are using both concepts in the article title, inthe publication it was described how DT could be used forCPS as a virtual representation or as modeling and simula-tions of CPS. And there is even a different view by various

authors about DT as a virtual model, as an augmentedreality solution.Based on the results from this literature review the mostvarious versions describing DT and CPS use cases is aboutthe integration of those technologies and relationships be-tween them. This could be the topic for future researchdefining more precise interaction and integration modelsfor DT and CPS. For example, there could be DT withoutCPS and vice versa and there could also be DT and CPS inte-gration models with CPS or DT based or driven approach.
4.1. Types of interaction between DT and CPS

Based on the results from this literature review there canbe 5 types of CPS and DT interactions defined (see Figure5). This classification could be the solution to the problemof distinguishing both concepts.If there is just a system with sensors and actuators with-out DT model and data approach – it can be defined justas CPS. In cases where DT is a replica of CPS or a model forsimulating CPS it could be defined as DT of CPS. It could bealso that CPS is just providing data for DT and maybe evenmultiple CPS could be the providers of data for DT – thenthe interaction model could be defined as DT to CPS. Inthe cases where CPS is designed and controlled by DT theinteraction model could be defined as DT-driven CPS. Andthere could also be situations where are no sensors andactuators, just data and models then it could be definedjust as DT.Both concepts are becoming more and more popular touse and technology is evolving Therefore this kind of DTand CPS interaction model could help to make clearer theusage of those concepts.
5. Conclusions

DT and CPS concepts are both based on cyber-physicalconnections. Even though those concepts are becomingmore and more popular and more frequently used together
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DT and CPS integration

DT integrated in CPS
DT integrated with CPS
DT embedded in CPS
DT equipped with CPS
DT-based CPS
DT-assisted CPS
CPS manages virtual models of 
DT
DT is a feature of CPS
DT is a type of CPS
DT as a supplement of CPS
DT as a CPS solution
DT is part of CPS
DT is an architecture in CPS
DT as a software model and 
counterpart of CPS
DT as a layer of the architecture

CPS and DT Relationship 

DT takes full control of the 
CPS
CPS offers information for 
DT
CPS is applied in DT
CPS is communication and 
computation
CPS is modelled as DT
CPS for data and DT as a 
technique for analysis
CPS is embedding 
intelligence
CPS manages virtual models 
of DT
DT controls CPS
DT as an orchestrator

DT as a Replica of CPS 

DT as replica of CPS
DT is a virtual representation 
of a physical product, asset, 
process, or system in a CPS
DT as a model for simulating 
CPS
DT as replica of CPS to replace 
testing in real life
DT is used as a vector tool
DT as a software replica for 
additional insight
DT as an augmented reality 
solution and software
DT as a virtual model

DT for CPS SImulations

DT as a simulation models of 
CPS
DT as a virtual prototype of a 
CPS to analyse and predict
DT simulates test strategies 
and supervises CPS
DT-based framework for 
tasks in CPS
DT as a simulation method 
and component of CPS
DT optimizes CPS
DT model for CPS

4 clusters about DT and CPS corelation in reviewed literature

Figure 4. Clusters from literature analyses from research papers about DT and CSP about how those concepts are described in correlation
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Figure 5. Five types of CPS and DT interactions

in scientific research papers literature analysis presentedin this paper shows that there are different views amongscientists on how to describe the correlation between bothterms.For more clear usage of those two terms, a model of fivetypes of DT and CPS interactions is offered based on theresults of the literature review in this paper. Using thisclassification model of interaction between DT and CPScould help to define those technologies more clearly.Both of those technologies are evolving. Therefore,there is a need for further research to develop a more pre-cise unified approach to how to distinguish DT and CPSconcepts.
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